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For the first time the Anglicized Edition of the New Revised Standard Version is available from Collins, in a new centre column crossreference setting, to create the best-ever edition of the translation most widely-used across the churches. The New Revised Standard Version
of the Bible is steadily increasing in popularity. It is highly respected among academics, including evangelicals, and used in theological
colleges across the board as the most accurate translation available. It has been widely adopted across the Church of England and is in the
process of being adopted for use in the Catholic liturgy. The NRSV is an accurate translation in the tradition of the King James Version,
with special sensitivity to gender inclusiveness, without any loss of clarity, and retaining the traditional style of referring to God as 'He' or
'Him.' Completely reset in the highly-respected Anglicized Edition, along with cross references in all the standard text Bibles, this is the
ideal Bible for personal reading, academic study, and for church use.
According to 'The Green Bible', God is green. The book explains how we can care for and protect God's creation. It contains over 1000
passages from the 'New Revised Standard Version', plus articles from N.T. Wright, James Jones and Pope John Paul II.
The "Catholic Youth Bible is hands-down the best teen Bible anywhere. I just over four years, we've sold more than half a million copies of
this popular youth Bible, and teens have told us why: it's more in-depth, it touches on topics deeply important to young people, and it speaks
to teens in language they can understand. The same Bible that has found a home in the hands and hearts of Half a million people, is now
available in a special gift edition. In addition to the standard features of "The Catholic Youth Bible, each gift edition features a bonded
leather cover, gilded edges, and a ribbon marker. The Bible comes in its own distinctive gift box--perfect for gift wrapping!
A companion for every day of the year! Many people have embraced the spiritual disciple of reading through the Bible in a year. Now the
NRSV Daily Bible makes the entire New Revised Standard Version available to you in a daily reading format, helpfully divided into 365
manageable readings. Along with the biblical text, this resource offers you wisdom from the classic writings of Christians luminaries such
as Mother Teresa, Henri Nouwen, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, N. T. Wright, Madeleine L’Engle and Frederick Buechner. Renowned for its
beautiful balance of scholarship and readability, the NRSV faithfully serves the church in personal spiritual formation, in the liturgy, and
in the academy. The foremost Bible translation vetted by Protestant, Catholic, Orthodox, Evangelical, and Jewish scholars invites you to
deeply explore Scripture. Features: The text of the New Revised Standard Version (Protestant canon), vetted by an ecumenical pool of
Christian academics and renowned for its beautiful balance of scholarship and readability A daily reading plan that can be started at any
time during the year Daily insights from thinkers like Mother Teresa, Henri Nouwen, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, N. T. Wright, Madeleine
L’Engle and Frederick Buechner Individual book introductions to aid in the practice of prayerful reading Presentation page
New Revised Standard Version, Black, Bonded Leather, Premium
Holy Bible New Revised Standard Version
The New Oxford Annotated Bible with the Apocrypha, Augmented Third Edition, New Revised Standard Version
Nrsv Special Occasion Teen Bib
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NRSV, The Daily Bible
Standard Edition
The publication of the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) in September 1990 marked yet another milestone in the history
of Bible translation. How the NRSV--a new synthesis of scholarly accuracy and expressive power--came to be is the subject of
this book, written by three members of the translation committee.
This is an affordable, high quality NRSV pew Bible. Its sturdy construction, which includes sewn pages, assures years of use.
Special features include a 96-page, select NRSV Concordance and eight pages of authoritative, full color New Oxford Bible
Maps. * 96-page, select NRSV Concordance. * Sturdy construction that includes sewn pages. * Eight page section of full color
New Oxford Bible Maps.
This is the first NRSV Bible with study notes specifically for youth. The notes are engaging, age appropriate tools that guide
study and reflection for confirmation and high school students.
Experience the joy of reading Gods Word with this NRSV Large Print Bible. This large print Bible features 13-point type for
easy reading and ribbon marker. Ideal for private study, personal devotions and worship. Anglicised Edition. Hardcover. 6 3/4 x
9 in. 1,948 pages
NRSV: New Revised Standard Version
New Catholic Bible
Gift and Award Bible-KJV
Study Bible
Reader's Version
Running commentary Difficult concepts clearly explained Technical explanations Maps, charts, religious
practices, beliefs of ancient people discussed 6 5/8 X 9 1/8 % Font size: 6
A revised version of the Old and New Testaments
The only children's New Revised Standard Version on the market, this inviting Bible is packed with
thoughtfully designed features--at an amazingly reasonable price. The clear modern translation appears
in readable type on sturdy Bible paper, with 24 realistic watercolor illustrations tipped in throughout.
Eight pages of helps--maps and charts--are arranged at the back. Available in an appealing printed
hardcover or a selection of popular colors in imitation leather
With its traditional Bible text and designer cover, this popular paperback makes a good study and
devotional Bible. Includes reader's aids and supplements. Paperback. 1,168 pages. 5 x 8 in.
The New Jerusalem Bible
The Access Bible
New Revised Standard Version
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The New Revised Standard Version Bible: Pocket Edition
The HarperCollins Study Bible black leather
The Concise Concordance to the New Revised Standard Version

Over 600 readings from C. S. Lewis's spiritual classics set alongside relevant biblical passages in the NRSV---the
translation renowned for its beautiful balance of scholarship and readability, serving the church in personal
spiritual formation, in the liturgy, and in the academy.
The New Revised Standard Version is the "standard" translation used by mainline Protestant churches, Orthodox
churches, and by many Catholics. The NRSV debuted in 1989 and is owned by the National Council of Churches,
which is the leading force for ecumenical cooperation among Christians in the United States representing
thirty–five denominations with forty–five million members in more than 100,000 churches across the country. They
have chosen HarperCollins to be the exclusive licensor of the translation for the world (nonexclusively in the UK).
The New Revised Standard Version is recognized in scholarly circles as the most accurate translation into English
of the original Hebrew and Greek texts. In the tradition of its predecessors, the King James Version and the
Revised Standard Version, the NRSV was designed to be the "standard" version for English–speaking people
across all denominations, which in many ways it has become. None of the new, more sectarian translations have
approached its standards of elegance and accuracy. This unique one–column setting allows people to read the
Bible as work of literature. Each book is introduced with an original wood–cut. Overall, this special easy–to–read
setting makes the Bible a wonderful reading experience. It also includes a concordance index to help people find
key passages.
Cover Scripture verse: "Let no one despise your youth, but set the believers an example in speech and conduct, in
love, in faith, in purity" (1 Timothy 4: 12)
See what's new in The Catholic Youth Bible®, 4th Edition The completely refreshed Catholic Youth Bible®,
beautifully illustrated in living color! Create a Lived Faith: We know that faith means little unless it is lived, so
these Challenge features charge youth to bring the Scriptures to life through specific, suggested actions! Interact
with Scripture: In Scripture Highlights, encouraging verses are featured to offer an opportunity to reflect and are
designed so youth can color them! Nourish Relationships: The Searching for God features offer reflections and
prayers that focus specifically on aspects of our relationship with God, and the Who Is My Neighbor? features
focus on our relationship and responsibility to others as a Christian community. Explore the Bible: Young people
can explore the scripture easily with themed Reading Plans, as well as When I'm Feeling verses that help youth
explore what the Bible might say to them about their own life experiences and feelings. Navigate with Confidence:
Easy-to-use navigation enables faster Scripture reading for youth at all levels of Biblical knowledge Plus all the
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elements you want in a meaningful teen study Bible for young Catholics The Catholic Youth Bible® still features
elements you know and love... Catholic Connection articles that provide a more complete presentation of
scripturally-based Catholic beliefs and practices, and address the principles of Catholic social teaching.
Introductions to the major sections of the Bible and all the books of the Bible. Did You Know? insights into how the
Church has interpreted key Scripture passages throughout history. Being Catholic guides to core beliefs, attitudes,
practices, and spirituality & prayers. Special Indexes: Sunday readings for cycles A, B, and C; 10 color maps; a fourpage Biblical history timeline; a glossary; a topical index.
New Revised Standard Version (with the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books)
The New Oxford Annotated Bible with Apocrypha
With the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books
Containing the Old and New Testaments with the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical Books : New Revised Standard
Version
The Making of the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible
Holy Bible : NRSV Catholic edition : New Revised Standard Version
Perfect special occasion Bible! Constructed from quality materials and richly bound, the NRSV
Deluxe Gift Bible with the Apocrypha will provide years of faithful use. Its eye-catching
design featuring either a centered cream horizontal stripe on blue flexisoft, or a centered
mocha horizontal stripe on cocoa flexisoft will make it a favorite of its owner. The New
Revised Standard Version is celebrated as a translation that is faithful to the meaning of the
ancient texts while making their meaning clear in elegant, understandable modern English.
Anyone wanting a Bible that's suitable for study or devotional use will appreciate the NRSV.
Gilded page edges (silver on blue binding, gold on brown binding) Ribbon marker 9-point type
Color map section Great for confirmations, birthdays and other special occasions O-wrap
features a die cut window that displays the beautiful binding"
A completely new typeset and designed edition of the popular Ignatius Revised Standard Version
Bible, with minor revisions to some of the archaic language used int he first edition. This
revised version is a contemporary English translation without dumbing-down the text. This
second edition of the RSV doesn't put the biblical text through a filter to make it acceptable
to current tastes and prejudices, and it retains the beauty of the RSV language that has made
it such a joy to read and reflect on the Word of God. Now the only Catholic Bible in standard
English is even more beautiful in world and design!
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Provides an introduction to each book of the Bible, and accompanies the text with historical
and theological notes
Notes and introductions by 60 leading Bible experts Illustrations 16 full-color maps Tables
Index Scholars are members of the Society of Biblical Literature 6 1/5 X 9 1/4 % Font size: 9
Revised Standard Version
NRSV, the C. S. Lewis Bible, Hardcover, Comfort Print
NRSV Standard Bible (tan/black)
Holy Bible, NRSV
The HarperCollins Study Bible
Holy Bible
This portable NRSV Bible is available in eye-catching binding styles at extremely attractive prices.
Its compact size makes it the perfect companion for people on the go, while its clear typeface makes it
eminently readable.
There's Only One! . . . And it just got better! The Catholic Youth Bible New American Bible Revised
Edition (NABRE) contains the new translation of the Old Testament and the new Roman Missal changes. The
Catholic Youth Bible will be a true companion, helping you find the answers you seek and helping you
make connections to Catholic beliefs and traditions. Over 700 lively articles help you…. • Pray It! Use
the Bible for personal prayer. • Study It! Understand and make sense of what the Bible says. • Live It!
Apply the Bible to real-life situations you're facing now. This New Edition Features: •New 40 expanded
"Catholic Connection" articles that provide a more complete presentation of those Catholic teachings
that are scripturally based • New 28 articles that address the seven principles of Catholic social
teaching • New 40 pages of 4-color inserts that help you pray, study, and live the Bible and Catholic
teachings • New Illustrations throughout to provide a visual context for the biblical stories • New
Over 275 articles updated to reflect contemporary issues and biblical scholarship Plus: • Introductions
to the major sections of the Bible and all the books of the Bible • Biblical connections to many
different cultures, illustrating the universality of the Catholic Church • Insights into how the Church
has interpreted key Scripture passages throughout history • A glossary of Scripture-related terms •
Five special indexes; Sunday readings for cycles A, B, and C; 10 color maps; a four-page color
timeline; and three pages of full-color biblical art
The Reader's Edition meets the needs of anyone looking for a text Bible for devotional reading and
study.
Presents the complete text of the New Revised Standard Version Bible, with the
Aprocryphal/Deuterocanonical books; and features annotations in a single column across the page bottom,
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in-text background essays on the major divisions of the biblical text, and other reference tools.
The Revised Standard Version Catholic Bible
The New Revised Standard Version Bible with Apocrypha: Pocket Edition, Genuine Leather Black
For Reading, Reflection, and Inspiration
New Revised Standard Version, Catholic Edition
Large Print Bible-NRSV
RSV Popular Compact Holy Bible

The beloved and timeless King James Version is made available in an affordable edition for Sunday schools, Bible
clubs, church presentations, and giveaways. Offering affordable quality, these handsome award Bibles will
withstand heavy use thanks to better quality paper and supple but sturdy cover material. - A great way to honor
special achievements--at a budget-conscious price - A spectrum of attractive colors--black, burgundy, blue, royal
purple, dark green, pink, and white--suit any occasion - Imitation leather, 640 pages, 51/2 x 81/2 inches - Clear
7-point type - Color maps and presentation page - Shipped with an attractive four-color half-wrap and shrinkwrap
The New Oxford Annotated Bible offers a vast range of information, including extensive notes by experts in their
fields; in-text maps, charts, and diagrams; supplementary essays on translation, biblical interpretation, cultural
and historical background, and other general topics. Extensively revised, the Annotated Fourth Edition adds to
the established reputation of this essential biblical studies resource. This timely edition maintains and extends
the excellence the Annotated's users have come to expect, bringing still more insights, information, and
perspectives to bear upon the understanding of the biblical text.
Edited by Bruce Manning Metzger and Roland E. Murphy Detailed, updated annotations Extensive essays and
book introductions Outlines Textual notes Footnotes Larger pages with wide margins 36 pages of full-color maps
with Index Essay by Metzger on how to use Annotated Bible Imprintable Smyth-sewn 7 x 9 3/8 % Font size: 10
An invaluable quick-reference guide to this acclaimed modern language translation, the Concise Concordance to
the NRSV contains over 300 pages of entries including citations on the most important key words in the NRSV
Bible. This concordance also includes over 300 capsule biographies of significant biblical characters and an
exhaustive index of over 600 of the most frequent phrases in the NRSV. * Three column text. * Entries selectively
cover all 84 books contained in the NRSV, including the Apocryphal/Deuterocanonical books
The Elements of New Testament Greek
The NRSV Daily Bible (Brown Imitation Leather)
New Revised Standard Version, Cream on Blue, Deluxe Gift
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New Revised Standard Version, Blue, Leather
The Holy Bible
Read, Meditate, and Pray Through the Entire Bible in 365 Days

Edited by Bruce Manning Metzger 8 pages of maps 2 ribbon markers Gold page edging Gold
stamped spine Gold fillet Round corners 5 7/8 X 8 3/8 % Font size: 9
A bonded-leather Bible ideal for gift-giving and for personal and small-group study.
The most trusted, accepted, and accurate translation of the Bible on the market, The New
Revised Standard Version is now available in a daily reading format. Conveniently divided
into 365 manageable readings that follow the traditional arrangement of the books of the
Bible, The NRSV Daily Bible helps you seamlessly integrate Scripture into every day of
the year. Each of its 365 daily Bible readings is accompanied by prayers and a thoughtprovoking excerpt from a Christian spiritual classic. With these useful aids, readers
will more easily find the motivation to read, meditate, contemplate, and pray the Bible
each day. Key features of this new edition include a daily reading plan that can be
started at any time during the year • readings that take only ten minutes per day •
wisdom from the classic writings of Christian luminaries such as Henri Nouwen, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, Mother Teresa, and Frederick Buechner • and individual book introductions to
aid in “lectio divina,” the practice of prayerful reading. This new edition also includes
a sturdy brown imitation leather cover that makes it ideal for gift giving.
Featuring elegant perimeter stitching, this volume is a pleasure to hold, carry and use,
being both light and durable. Alongside the Jerusalem and Grail translations authorised
by the Vatican for use in the Liturgy, you will find: Specially commissioned
introductions, one for each book, giving the biblical and historical context. Specially
commissioned liturgical introductions placing each book of the Bible in the Church's
liturgical year. Footnotes following the latest scholarship. Marginal references helping
you get the most out of each passage. New text alterations, replacing the word 'Yahweh'
with 'LORD' as requested by Benedict XVI for all new Bibles New directories of references
for readings used in the Mass and the Liturgy of the Hours, including the fuller two-year
cycle for the Breviary. Two placeholding ribbons. Text sizes in this edition: 8pt text
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(6pt for footnotes). NB: On viewing the 'Click to see inside' the text may appear a
different size. Please check the information above for text sizes.
The New Student Bible NRSV
The Catholic Youth Bible
Holy Bible With the Apocrypha
Green Bible
Catholic Youth Bible
A Method of Studying the Greek New Testament with Exercises
Best Seller! Sturdy hardcover binding and high-quality fine-grain paper makes the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) Bible
both handsome and compact, a perfect Bible for church or home. The New Revised Standard Version also includes reader's aids and
supplements.
The Holy BibleOxford University Press, USA
A critically acclaimed modern translation of the Bible into English, based on the latest advances in biblical scholarship, features a
concise two-column format for easier reading, a low price, and a reader-friendly design.
New American Bible, Revised Edition : Translated from the Original Languages with Critical Use of All the Ancient Sources
NRSV?? ??/????(NRS104912)
The New Oxford Annotated Bible
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